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TRANSACTIONS
OF

THE AMERICANPHILOSOPHICALSOCIETY.

ARTICLE 1I

to Electricityand Magnetism. By JosephHenry,LL. D. ProContributions
fessor of NaturalPhilosophyin the Collegeof New Jersey,Princeton. Read
June 19, 1840.

No. IV.- On Electro-Dynamic
Induction. (Continued.)
INTRODUCTION.

1. IN the courseof my last paper, it was stated that the investigations which

it detailed were not as completein some parts as I could wish, and that I hoped
to develope them more fully in another communication. After considerable
delay, occasioned by alterations in the rooms of the physical department of
the college, I was enabled to resume my researches,and since then I have been
so fortunateas to discover a series of new facts belonging to different parts of
the general subject of my contributions. These I have announced to the
Society at different times, as they were discovered, and I now purpose to
select from the whole such portions as relate particularly to the principal
VIII.-A
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subject of my last paper, namely, the induction at the beginning and ending
of a galvanic current,and to present them as a continuation,and, in a measure,
as the completion, of this part of my researches. The other results of my
labours in this line will be arrangedfor publicationas soon as my duties will
permit me to give them a more careful examination.
2. In the course of the experimentsI am about to describe,I have had occasion to repeat and vary those given in my last paper, and I am happy to be
able to state, in reference to the results,that, except in some minor particulars,
which will be noticed in the course of this paper, I have found no cause to
desire a change in the accounts before published. My views, however, of the
connexion of the phenomena have been considerablymodified, and I think
renderedmuch more definite by the additionallight which the new facts have
afforded.
3. The principal articles of apparatusused in these experimentsare nearly
the same as those describedin my last paper, namely, several flat coils and a
number of long wire helices. (III. 6, 7, 8.*) I have, however, added to these
a constant battery, on Professor Daniell's plan, the performanceof which has
fully answered my expectations, and confirmedthe accounts given of this form
of the instrument by its author. It consists of thirty elements, formed of as
many coppercylinders, open at the bottom,each five inches and a half in height,
three inches and a half in diameter,and placed in earthen cups. A zinc rod
is suspended in each of these, of the same length as the cylinders, and about
one inch in diameter. The several elements are connected by a thick copper
wire, solderedto the copper cylinder of one element, and dipping into a cup of
mercury on the zinc of the next. The copper and zinc as usual are separated
by a membrane,on both sides of which is placed a solution of one part of
sulphuric acid in ten parts of water; and to this is added, on the side next the
copper,as much sulphate of copper,as will saturatethe solution. The battery
was sometimesused as a single series, with all its elements placedconsecutively,
and at others in two or three series, arrangedcollaterally, so as to vary the
quantity and intensity of the electricity as the occasion might require.
4. The galvanometersmentionedin this paper, and referred to in the last,
are of two kinds; one, which is used with a helix, to indicate the action of an
*
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induced current of intensity, consists of aboutfive hundred turns of fine copper
wire, coveredwith cotton thread,and moreeffectuallyinsulatedby steeping the
instrument in melted cement, which was drawn into the spaces between the
spires by capillary attraction. The other galvanometer is formed of about
forty turns of a shorter and thicker wire, and is always used to indicate an
induced current, of considerablequantity, but of feeble intensity. The needle
of both these instrumentsis suspended by a single fibre of raw silk.
5. I should also state, that in all cases where a magnetizingspiralis mentioned
in connexion with a helix, the article is formed of a long, fine wire, making
about one hundred turns aroundthe axis of a hollow piece of straw, of about
two inches and a half long: also the spiral mentionedin connexionwith a coil,
is formed of a short wire, which makes about twenty turns around a similar
piece of straw. The reason of the use of the two instruments in these two
cases is the same as that for the galvanometers,under similar circumstances,
namely, the helix gives a current of intensity, but of small quantity, while the
coil produces one of considerablequantity, but of feeble intensity.
SECTIONI.

themomentof theBeginningof a GalvanicCurrent,4dc.
OntheInductionproducedat
6. It will be recollected that the arrangementof apparatusemployed in my
last series of experiments gave a powerfulinduction at the moment of breaking
the galvanic circuit, but the effect at making the same was so feeble as scarcely
to be perceptible. I was unable in any case to get indications of currents of
the third or fourth orders from the beginning induction, and its action was
therefore supposed to be so feeble as not materially to affect the results obtained.
7. Subsequent reflection,however,led me to conclude, that in order to complete this part of my investigations, a more careful study of the induction at
the beginning of the currentwould be desirable, and accordingly,on resuming
the experiments, my attentionwas first directed to the discovery of some means
by which the intensity of this induction might be increased. After some preliminary experiments, it appearedprobablethat the desired result could be obtained by using a compoundgalvanic battery, instead of the single one before
employed. In reference to this conjecture the constant battery before mentioned (3) was constructed,and a series of experiments instituted with it, the
results of which agreed with my anticipation.
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8. In the first experiment, coil No. 2, which it will be remembered(III. 7)
consists of a copper riband of about sixty feet long, and coiled on itself like the
main spring of a watch, was connected with the compoundbattery and helix
No. 1, (III. 8,) formed of one thousand six hundred and sixty yards of fine
copper wire, and was placed on the coil to receive the induction, as is shown
in figure 3, which is again inserted here for the convenience of the reader.
This arrangement being made,
Fig.3.
d currents of increasing intensity
c were passed through the coil by
_~
retaining one of its
\^~
z,.constantly
ends in the cup of mercury formLa
ing one extremity of the battery,
a representscoil No. 1, b helix No. 1, andc, d, handlesand

forreceivingthe shock,

successively

plunging

the

other end into the cups which

served to form the connexionsof the several elements of the battery. With the
current from one element, the shock at breaking the circuit was quite severe,
but at making the same it was very feeble, and could be perceived in the
fingers only or through the tongue. With two elements in the circuit, the shock
at beginning was slightly increased; with three elements the increase was
more decided, while the shock at breaking the circuit remained nearly of the
same intensity as at first, or was comparativelybut little increased. When
the number of elements was increasedto ten, the shock at making contact was
found fully equal to that at breaking, and by employing a still greaternumber,
the former was decidedly greater than the latter, the difference continually
increasing until all the thirty elements were introducedinto the circuit.
9. In my last paper, a few experiments are mentionedas being made with a
compound battery of Cruickshank's construction; but from the smallness of
the plates of this, and the rapidity with which its power declined, I was led
into the errorof supposing that the induction at the ending of the current, in
the case of a short coil, was diminished by increasing the intensity of the battery, (see paragraph19, of No. 3,) but by employing the more perfect instrument of Professor Daniell in the arrangement of the last experiment,I am
enabled to correct this error,and to state that the induction at the ending remains nearly the same, when the intensity of the battery is increased. If the
induction depends in any degree on the quantity of current electricity in the
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conductor, then a slight increase in the induction should take place, since,
according to theory, the current is somewhat increased in quantity, in the case
of a long coil, by the increase of the intensity of the battery. Although very
little, if any, differencecould be observedin the intensity of the shock from
the secondary current, yet the snap and deflagrationof the murcury appeared
to be greater from the primarycurrent, when ten elements of the battery were
included in the circuit, than with a single one. The other results which are
mentioned in my last paper in referenceto the compoundbattery are, I believe,
correctly given.
10. The intensity of the different shocks in the foregoing experiments was
compared by gradually raising the helix from the coil, (see Fig. 3,) until, on
account of the distance of the conductors,the shock in one case would be so
much reduced as to be scarcely perceptible through the fingers or the tongue,
while the shock from another arrangement,but with the same distance of the
conductors,would be evident, perhaps, in the hands. The same method was
generally employed in the experimentsin which shocks are mentioned as being
compared,in the other parts of this paper.
11. Experiments were next made to determine the influence of a variation
in the length of the coil, the intensity of the batteryremaining the same. For
this purpose, the battery consisting of a single element, and the arrangement
of the apparatus as represented in Fig. 3, the coil was diminished in length
from sixty feet to forty-five,then to thirty, and so on. With the first mentioned length the shock, at making contact with the battery, was, of course,
very feeble, and could be felt only in the tongue; with the next shorter length
it was more perceptible,and increased in intensity with each diminutionof the
coil, until a length of about fifteen feet appearedto give a maximum result.
12. The diminutionof the intensity of the shock in the last experiment,after
the length of the coil was diminished below fifteen feet, was due to the diminution of the number of spires of the coil, each of which, by acting on the helix,
tends to increase the intensity of the secondary current, unless the combined
length of the whole is too great for the intensity of the battery. That this is
the fact is shown by the following experiment: the helix was placed on a single
spire or turn of the coil, and the length of the other part of the copper riband,
which did not act on the helix, was continually shortened,until the whole of it
was excluded from the circuit; in this case the intensity of the shock at the
VIII.-B
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beginning was constantly increased. We may therefore state generally, that,
at the beginning of the battery current, the induction of a unit of its length is
increased by every diminution of the length of the conductor.
13. In the experiment given in paragraph11, the intensity of the shock at
the endingof the batterycurrentdiminishes with each diminutionof the length
of the coil; and this is also due to the decrease of the number of the spires of
the coil, as is evident from an experiment similar to the last, in which the helix
was placed on a coil consisting of only two turns or spires of copper riband;
the shock at the ending, with this arrangement,was comparativelyfeeble, but
could be felt in the hands. Different lengths of coil No. 2 were now introduced into the same circuit, but not so as to act on the helix; but although
these were varied from four or five feet to the whole length of the coil, (sixty
feet,) not the least difference in the intensity of the shock could be perceived.
We have, therefore,the remarkableresult, that the intensity of the ending induction of each unit of length of the battery current is not materially altered,
at least within certain limits, by changing the length of the whole conductor.
From this we would infer that the shock depends more on the intensity of the
action than on the quantity of the current, since we know that the latter is diminished in a given unit of the conductorby increasing the length of the
whole.
14. We have seen (8) that with a circuit composedof ten elements of the
compoundbattery and the coil No. 2, the shock, at the beginning of the current, was fully equal to that at the ending. It was, however, found that if, in
this case, the length of the coil was increased, this shock was diminished; and
we may state, as an inference from several experiments, that however great
may be the intensity of the electricity from the battery, the shock at the beginning may be rendered scarcely perceptible by a sufficient increase of the
length of the primary circuit.
15. It was also found that when the thickness of the coil was increased, the
length and intensity of the circuit remaining the same, the shock at the
beginning of the battery current was somewhat increased. This result was
producedby using a double coil; the electricity was made to pass through one
strand, and immediately afterwardsthrough both: the shock from the helix in
the latter case was apparentlythe greater.
16. By the foregoing results we are evidently furnished with two methods
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of increasing, at pleasure, the intensity of the induction at the beginning of a
battery current, the one consisting in increasing the intensity of the source of
the electricity, and the other in diminishing the resistance to conductionof the
circuit while its intensity remains the same.
17. The explanationof the effects which we have given, relative to the induction at the beginning, is apparentlynot difficult. The resistance to conduction in the case of a long conductor and a battery of a single element is so
great that the full development of the primary current may be supposed not to
take place with sufficientrapidity to producethe instantaneousaction on which
the shock from the secondary current would seem to depend. But when a
battery of a number of elements is employed, the poles of this, previous to the
momentof completing the circuit, are in a state of electricaltension; and therefore the discharge through the conductormay be supposedto be more sudden,
and hence an induction of more intensity is produced.
18. That the shock at both making and breaking the circuit in some way
depends on the rapidity of formationand diminution of the current is shown
by the following experiment,in which the tension just mentioneddoes not take
place, and in which, also, the current appears to diminish more slowly. The
two ends of the coil were placed in the two cups which formed the poles
of the battery, and permanentlyretained there during the experiment; also, at
the distance of about six inches from, say the right hand end of the coil, a loop
was made in the riband, which could be plunged into the cup containing the
left hand end. With this arrangement,and while only the two extreme ends
of the coil were in connexion with the cups of mercury, of course the current
passed through the entire length of the riband of the coil, but by plunging the
loop into the left hand cup, the whole length of the coil, except the six inches
before mentioned, was excluded from the battery circuit. And again, when
the loop was lifted out of the cup, the whole length was included. In this way
the current in the coil could be suddenly formed and interrupted,while the
poles of the battery were continually joined by a conductor,but no shock with
either a single or a compound battery could be obtained by this method of
operation.
19. The feebleness of the shock at the beginning of the current, with a single battery and a long coil, is not entirely owing to the cause we have stated,
(17,) namely, the resistance to conduction offered by the long conductor,but
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also depends, in a considerable degree, if not principally, on the adverse influence of the secondarycurrent,induced in the primary conductoritself, as is
shown by the result of the following experiment. Helix No. 1 was placed on
a coil consisting of only three spires or turns of copper riband; with this, the
shock both at making and breaking the circuit with a single battery could be
felt in the hands. A compoundcoil was then formedof the copper ribandsof
coils No. 3 and 4 rolled togetherso that the several spires of the two alternated
with each other, and when this was introducedinto the circuit so as not to act
on the helix by its induction, and the battery current passed through, for
example, coil No. 3, the shock at making contactwith the pole of the battery
was so much reduced as to be imperceptiblein the hands, while the shock at
breaking the contact was about the same as before this addition was made to
the length of the circuit. The ends of coil No. 4 were now joined so as to produce a closed circuit, the induced current in which would neutralize the secondary current in the battery conductoritself; and now the shock at making
the contact was nearly as powerful as in the case where the short conductor
alone formedthe circuit with the battery. Hence, the principal cause of the
feebleness of the effect at the beginning of the battery current is the adverse
action on the helix of the secondarycurrent producedin the conductorof the
battery circuit itself. The shock at the breaking of the circuit, in this experiment, did not appear affected by joining or separatingthe ends of coil No. 4.
20. Having investigated the conditionson which the inductive action at the
beginning of a battery current depends, experiments were next instituted to
determine the nature of the effects produced by this induction: and first the
coils were arranged in the manner described in my last paper, (III. 79,) for
producing currentsof the different orders. The result with this was similar
to that which I have described in referenceto the ending induction, namely,
currents of the third, fourth, and fifth orderswere readily obtained.
21. Also, when an arrangementof apparatuswas made similar to that described in paragraph87 of my last paper, it was found that a current of intensity could be induced from one of quantity and the converse.
22. Likewise, the same screening or ratherneutralizing effect was produced,
when a plate of metal was interposed between two consecutive conductorsof
the series of currents, as was described (III. section IV.) in referenceto the
ending induction. In short, the series of induced currents producedat the be-
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ginning of the primarycurrent appearedto possess all the propertiesbelonging
to those of the induction at the ending of the same current.
23. I may mention, in this place, that I have found, in the course of these
experiments, that the neutralizing power of a plate of metal depends, in some
measure,on its superficialextent. Thus a broadplate which extends, in every
direction,beyond the helix and coil, produces a more perfect screening than
one of the same metal and of the same thickness, but of a diameter only a little
greater than that of the coil.
24. The next step in the investigation was to determine the direction of the
currentsof the differentorders produced by the beginning induction, and for
this purpose the magnetizing spirals (5) were used, and the results obtained
by these verified by the indications of the galvanometer. It should be stated
here, as a fact which was afterwardfound of some importance,that although
the needle of the galvanometerwas powerfully deflected when the instrument
was placed in the circuit of the secondary current,yet a very feeble effect was
produced on it by the- action of a current of the third, fourth, or fifth order.
The directions,however, of these currents,as indicated by the feeble motion
of the needle, were the same as those given by the magnetizing spiral.
25. The direction of the different currents produced at the making of the
battery current, as determined by these instruments, is as follows, namely:
the direction of the secondary currentis, as stated by Dr. Faraday, adverse to
that of the primarycurrent, and, also, the direction of each succeeding current
is opposite to that of the one which produced it. We have, therefore,from
these results, and those formerly obtained, (III. 92,) the following series of directions of currents, one producedat the moment of beginning, and the other
at that of ending of the battery current.
At the Beginning.

.
.
Primary current,
.
Secondary current, ..
Current of the third order, .
.
Current of the fourth order,
fifth
Current of the
order, . .

+
+
+

At the Ending.

.
.
.

.

.
.

+
+

.
....
.

+

26. These two series, at first sight, may appear very different,but, with a
little attention, they will be seen to be of the same nature. If we allow that
VIII.-C
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the induction at the ending of a galvanic battery should be opposite to that at
the beginning of the same, then the sign at the top of the second column may
be called minus instead of plus, and we shall have the second series - + - +
alternatingprecisely like the first.
27. In connexion with the results given in the last two paragraphs,it is due
to Mr. Sturgeon that I should state that, in a letter addressedto me, and published in the Annals of Electricity, he has predicted,from his theory, that I
would find, on examination,the series of alternationof currentsfor the beginning induction which I have here given. I may, however, add,that it appears
to me that this result might have been predicted without referenceto any theory. There was no reason to suppose the induction at the beginning would
be different in its nature from that at the ending, and therefore the series
which would be producedfrom the formermight be immediatelyinferredfrom
that belonging to the latter, by recollecting that the direction of the induction
at the beginning should be opposite to that at the ending. I do not wish it to
be supposed, however, from this remark,that I had, myself, drawn any inference from my experiments as to the alternationsof currents which might be
producedby the beginning induction; the truth is, that this action was so feeble
with the arrangement of apparatus I employed, that I supposed it could not
produce a series of currents of the different orders.

28. In the course of the experimentsgiven in this section, I have found that
a shock can be producedwithout using a coil, by arrangingaboutten elements
of the battery in the form of a circle, and placing the helix within this. The
shock was felt in the hands at the moment of closing the circuit, but the effect
at opening the same was scarcely perceptiblethroughthe tongue. An attempt
was also made to get indicationsof induction by placing the helix within a circle of dilute acid, connected with a battery instead of a coil, but the effect, if
any, was very feeble.
29. I have shown, in the second number of my contributions,that if the
body be introduced into a circuit with a battery of one hundred and twenty
elements, without a coil, a thrilling sensation will be felt during the continu-
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ance of the current, and a shock will be experienced at the moment of interrupting the current by breaking the circuit at any point. This result is evidently due to the induction of a secondary current in the battery itself, and on
this principle the remarkablephysiological effects producedby Dr. Ure, on the
body of a malefactor,may be explained. The body, in these experiments,was
made to form a part of the circuit, with a compound galvanic apparatus in
which a series of interruptionswas rapidly made by drawing the end of a conductor over the edges of the plates of the battery. By this operationa series
of induced currentsmust have been producedin the batteryitself, the intensity
of which would be greater than that of the primary current.
30. In this connexion I may mention that the idea has occurredto me that
the intense shocksgiven by the electrical fish may possibly be from a secondary
current, and that the great amount of nervous organization found in these
animals may serve the purpose of a long conductor.* It appearsto me, that
in the present state of knowledge, this is the only way in which we can conceive of such intense electricity being producedin organs imperfectly insulated
and immersed in a conducting medium. But we have seen that an original
current of feeble intensity can induce, in a long wire, a secondary current
capable of giving intense shocks, although the several strands of the wire are
separated from each other only by a covering of cotton thread. Whatever
may be the worth of this suggestion, on which I place but little value, the
secondarycurrent affordsthe means of imitating the phenomenaof the shock
fromthe electricaleel, as describedby Dr. Faraday. Byimmersing the apparatus
(Fig. 3) in a shallow vessel of water, the handles being placed at the two extremities of the diameter of the helix, and the hands plunged into the water
parallel to a line joining the two poles, a shock is felt through the arms; but
when the contact with the water is made in a line at right angles to the last,
only a slight sensation is felt in each hand, but no shock.
31. Since the publicationof my last paper, I have exhibited to my class the
experiment(No. III. Sec. 3d) relative to the induction at a distanceon a much
larger scale. All my coils were united so as to forma single length of conductor
of about four hundred feet, and this was rolled into a ring of five and a half
feet in diameter,and suspendedvertically against the inside of the large folding
* Since writing the above, I have found that M. Masson has suggested the same idea, in an
interesting thesis lately published.
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doors which separate the laboratoryfrom the lecture room. On the other side
of the doors,in the lecture room, and directly opposite the coil, was placed a
helix, formedof upwards of a mile of copper wire, one sixteenth of an inch in
thickness, and wound into a hoop of four feet in diameter. With this arrangement, and a battery of one hundred and forty-sevensquare feet of zinc surface
divided into eight elements, shocks were perceptible in the tongue, when the
two conductorswere separated, to the distance of nearly seven feet; at the
distance of between three and four feet, the shocks were quite severe. The
exhibition was renderedmore interestingby causing the inductionto take place
through a number of persons standing in a row between the two conductors.
SECTIONII.

On apparentlytro kinds of Electro-dynamicInduction.
32. The investigations arranged under this head had their origin in the
following circumstances. After the publication of my last paper, I received,
through the kindness of Dr. Faraday, a copy of the fourteenth series of his
researches,and in this I was surprised to find a statement which appearedin
direct oppositionto one of the principal facts of my communication. In paragraph 59, I state, in substance,that when a plate of metal is interposedbetween
the coil transmittinga galvanic current,and the helix placed aboveit to receive
the induction, the shock from the secondarycurrent is almost perfectlyneutralized. Dr. Faraday, in the extension of his new and ingenious views of the
agency of the intermediateparticlesin transmittinginduction,was led to make
an experimenton the same point, and apparently,underthe same circumstances,
he found that it " makes not the least difference,whether the intervening space
between the two conductorsis occupiedby such insulatingbodiesas air, sulphur,
andshell-lac,orsuch conductingbodiesas copperand othernon-magneticmetals."
33. As the investigationof the fact mentionedaboveforms an importantpart
of my paper, and is intimately connected with almost all the phenomenasubsequently describedin the communication,I was, of course,anxious to discover
the cause of so remarkablea discrepancy. There could be no doubt of the
truth of my results, since a shock froma secondarycurrent which would paralyze the arms was so much reduced by the interpositionof plates of metal as
scarcely to be felt through the tongue.
34. After some reflection,however,the thought occurredto me that induction
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might be producedin such a way as not to be affected by the interpositionof
a plate of metal. To understandthis, supposethe end of a magnetic bar placed
perpendicularlyunder the middle of a plate of copper, and a helix suddenly
broughtdown on this; an induced current would be producedin the helix by
its motion towards the plate, since the copper,in this case, could not screen the
magnetic influence. Now, if we substitutefor the magnet a coil throughwhich
a galvanic current is passing, the effect should be the same. The experiment
was tried by attaching the ends of the helix to a galvanometer,*and the result
was, as I expected: when the coil was suddenly brought down on the plate the
needle swung in one direction and when lifted up, in the other; the amount of
deflection being the same, whether the plate was interposedor not.
35. It must be observed in this experiment, that the plate was at rest, and
consequently did not partakeof the induction produced by the motion of the
helix. From my previous investigations,I was led to conclude that a different
result would follow,were a currentalso generatedin the plate by simultaneously
moving it up and down with the helix. This conclusion, however, was not
correct,for on making the experiment,I found that the needle was just as much
affected when the plate was put in motion with the helix as when the latter
alone was moved.
36. This result was so unexpected and remarkable,that it was considered
necessary to repeat and vary the experiment in several ways. First, a coil
was interposed instead of the plate, but whether the coil was at rest or in
motion with the helix, with its ends separatedor joined, the effect on the galvanometerwas still the same; not the least screeninginfluence couldbe observed.
In reference to the use of the coil in this experiment,it will be recollected that
I have found this article to produce more perfect neutralizationthan a plate.
37. Next, the apparatusremainingthe same, and the helix at rest during the
experiment, currents were induced in it by moving the battery attached to the
coil up and down in the acid. But in this case, as in the others, the effect on
the galvanometerwas the same, whether the plate or the coil was interposed
or not.
38. The experiment was also tried with magneto-electricity. For this purpose, about forty feet of copper wire, covered with silk, were wound around a
- The arrangement will be readily understood by supposing in Fig. 3, the handles removed, and
the ends of the helix joined to the ends of the wire of a galvanometer; also, by a plate of metal
interposed between the helix and the coil.
VIII.-D
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short cylinder of stiff paper, and into this was inserted a hollow cylinder of
sheet copper, and into this again, a short rod of soft iron; when the latter was
rendered magnetic, by suddenly bringing in contact with its two ends the
differentpoles of two magnets, a current,of course, was generatedin the wire,
and this, as before, was found to affect the galvanometer to the same degree,
when the copper cylinder was interposed, as when nothing but the paper
intervened.
39. The last experiment was also varied by wrapping two copper wires of
equal length around the middle of the keeper of a horse-shoemagnet, leaving
the ends of the inner one projecting,and those of the outer attachedto a galvanometer. A current was generated in each by moving the keeper on the ends
of the magnet, but the effect on the galvanometerwas not in the least diminished by joining the ends of the inner wire.
40. At first sight, it might appearthat all these results are at variance with
those detailed in my last paper, relative to the effect of interposed coils and
plates of metal. But it will be observedthat in all the experimentsjust given,
the induced currents are not the same as those described in my last communication. They are all producedby motion,and have an appreciableduration,
which continues as long as the motion exists. They are also of low intensity,
and thus far I have not been able to get shocks by any arrangementof apparatus from currents of this kind. On the other hand, the currents producedat
the moment of suddenlymaking or breaking a galvanic current, are of considerableintensity, and exist but for an instant. From these, and other facts
presently to be mentioned,I was led to suppose that there are two kinds of
electro-dynamicinduction; one of which can be neutralizedby the interposition
of a metallic plate between the conductorsand the other not.
41. In referenceto this surmise, it became important to examine again all
the phenomenaof inductionat suddenlymakingand breakinga galvanic current.
And in connexion with this part of the subject, I will first mention a fact
which was observedin the course of the experimentsgiven in the last section,
on the direction of the induced currentsof differentorders. It was found that
though the indicationsof the galvanometerwere the same as those of the spiral,
in reference to the direction of the induced currents,yet they were very different in regardto the intensity of the action. Thus, when the arrangement
of the apparatuswas such that the induction at making the battery circuit
was so feeble as not to give the least magnetism to the needle, and so powerful
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at the ending as to magnetizeit to saturation,the indicationof the galvanometer
was the same in both cases.
42. Also, similar results were obtained in comparing the shock and the deflection of the galvanometer. In one experiment, for example, the shock was
so feeble at making contact that it could scarcely be perceived in the fingers,
but so powerfulat the breaking of the circuit as to be felt in the breast; yet the
galvanometerwas deflected about thirty-five degrees to the right, at the beginning of the current, and only an equal number of degrees to the left, at the
ending of the same.
43. In anotherexperiment,the apparatusbeing the same as before,the magnetizing spiral and the galvanometerwere both at once introducedinto the circuit of the helix. A sewing needle being placed in the spiral, and the contact
with the batterymade, the needle showed no signs of magnetism, although the
galvanometerwas deflected thirty degrees. The needle being replaced, and
the battery circuit broken, it was now found strongly magnetized, while the
galvanometerwas only moved about as much as before in the opposite direction.
44. Also, effects similar to those described in the last two paragraphswere
producedwhen the apparatuswas so arrangedas to cause the induction at the
beginning of the battery current to predominate. In this case the galvanometer was still nearly equally affected at making and breaking battery contact, or
any differencewhich was observedcould be referredto a variationin the power
of the battery during the experiment.
45. Another fact of importance belonging to the same class has been mentioned before, (24,) namely, that the actions of the currentsof the third, fourth,
and fifth orders produced a very small effect on the galvanometer,compared
with that of the secondary current; and this is not alone on account of the diminishing power of the successive inductions, as will be evident from the following experiment. By raising the helix from the coil, in the arrangementof
apparatusfor the secondary current, the shock was so diminished as to be inferior to one produced by the arrangement for a tertiary current, yet, while
with the secondarycurrent the needle was deflected twenty-five degrees, with
the tertiary it scarcely moved more than one degree; and with the currents of
the fourth and fifth ordersthe deflections were still less, resembling the effect
of a slight impulse given to the end of the needle.
46. With the light obtained from the foregoing experiments,I was led to
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suppose that some new and interesting results might be obtained by a re-examination of my formerexperiments,on the phenomenaof the interposedplate
of metal, in the case where the induction was producedby making and breaking the circuit with a cup of mercury; and in this I was not disappointed.
The coil (Fig. 3) being connected with a batteryof ten elements, the shocks,
both at making and breaking the circuit, were very severe; and these, as usual,
were almost entirely neutralized by the interpositionof the zinc plate. But
when the galvanometerwas introducedinto the circuit instead of the body, its
indicationswere the same whether the plate was interposedor not; or, in other
words, the galvanometerindicated no screening, while, under the same circumstances, the shocks were neutralized.
47. A similar effect was observed when the galvanometerand the magnetizing spiral were together introducedinto the circuit. The interpositionof the
plate entirely neutralizedthe magnetizing power of the spiral, in referenceto
tempered steel, while the deflections of the galvanometerwere unaffected.
48. In order to increase the number of facts belonging to this class, the last
experiments were varied in several ways; and first, instead of the hard steel
needle, one of soft iron wire was placed in the spiral, with a small quantity of
iron filings almost in contact with one of its ends. The plate being interposed,
the small particles of iron were attracted by the end of the needle, indicating
a feeble, temporary development of magnetism. Hence the current which
moves the needle, and is not neutralized by the interposed plate, also feebly
magnetizes soft iron, but not hard steel.
49. Again, the arrangement of apparatusbeing as in paragraph46, instead
of a plate of zinc, one of cast iron, of aboutthe same superficialdimensions,but
nearly half an inch thick, was interposed; with this the magnetizing power of
the spiral, in referenceto temperedsteel, was neutralized; and, also, the action
of the galvanometerwas much diminished.
50. Another result was obtainedby placing in the circuit of the helix, (Fig.
3d,) at the same time, the galvanometer, the spiral, and a drop of distilled
water; with these the magnetizing power of the spiral was the same as without the water, but the deflection of the galvanometerwas reduced from ten to
about four degrees. In addition to these, the body was also introduced into
the same circuit; the shocks were found very severe, the spiral magnetized
needles strongly, but the galvanometerwas still less moved than before. The
current of low intensity, which deflects the needle of the galvanometer in
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these instances was partially intercepted by the imperfect conduction of the
water and the body.
51. To exhibit the results of these experiments with still more precision, an
arrangementof apparatuswas adopted similar to that used by Dr. Faraday,
and described in the fourteenthseries of his researches,namely, a double galvanometerwas formedof two separatewires of equal length and thickness, and
wound together on the same frame; and, also, a double magnetizing spiral was
preparedby winding two equal wires aroundthe same piece of hollow straw.
Coil No. 1, connected with the battery, was supported perpendicularlyon a
table, and coils Nos. 3 and 4 were placed parallel to this, one on each side, to
receive the induction, the ends of these being so joined with those of the galvanometerand the spiral that the induced current from the one coil would
pass through the two instruments, in an opposite direction to that of the current from the other coil. The two outside coils were then so adjusted, by
moving them to and from the middle coil, that the induced currents perfectly
neutralized each other in the two instruments, and the needle of the galvanometer and that in the spiral were both unaffectedwhen the circuit of the battery was made and broken. With this delicate arrangementthe slightest difference in the action of the two currents would be rendered perceptible; but
when a zinc plate was introducedso as to screen one of the coils, the needle of
the galvanometerstill remained perfectly stationary,indicating not the least
action of the plate, while the needle in the spiral became powerfully magnetic.
When, however, a plate of iron was interposed instead of the one of zinc, the
needle of the galvanometerwas also affected.
52. From the foregoing results it would seem that the secondary current,
producedat the moment of suddenly beginning or ending of a galvanic current, by making and breaking contact with a cup of mercury, consists of two
parts, which possess differentproperties. One of these is of low intensity, can
be interrupted by a drop of water, does not magnetize hardened steel needles,
and is not screened by the interpositionof a plate of any metal, except iron,
between the conductors. The other part is of considerable intensity, is not
intercepted by a drop of water,develops the magnetism of hardenedsteel, gives
shocks, and is screened or neutralized by a closed coil, or a plate of any kind
of metal. Also, the induced current producedby moving a conductortowards
VIII.-E
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or from a battery current, and that produced by the movement up and down
of a battery in the acid, are of the nature of the first mentionedpart, while the
currents of the third, fourth, and fifth orders partake almost exclusively of the
propertiesof the second part.

53. The principal facts and conclusions of this section were announced to
the Society in October, 1839, and again presented in the form in which they
are here detailed in June last. Since then, however, I have had leisure to examine the subject more attentively, and after a careful comparisonof these results with those before given, I have obtainedthe more definite views of the
phenomenawhich are given in the next section.
SECTIONIII.

TheoreticalConsiderationsrelating to the Phenomenadescribedin this and the
preceding Communications. Read November20, 1840.
54. The experiments given in the last No. of my contributionswere merely
arrangedunder differentheads, and only such inferences drawn from them as
could be immediatelydeducedwithout referenceto a generalexplanation. The
addition, however, which I have since made to the number of facts, affordsthe
means of a wider generalization;and after an attentive considerationof all the
results given in this and the preceding papers, I have come to the conclusion
that they can all be referredto the simple laws of the induction at the beginning and the ending of a galvanic current.
55. In the courseof these investigationsthe limited hypotheses which I have
adopted have been continually modifiedby the developmentof new facts, and
thereforemy present views, with the fartherextension of the subject, may also
require importantcorrections. But I am induced to believe, from its exact accordancewith all the facts, so far as they have been compared,that if the explanationI now venture to give be not absolutely true, it is so, at least, in approximation,and will thereforebe of some importancein the way of suggesting
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new forms of experiment, or as a first step towards a more perfect generalization.
56. To render the laws of induction at the beginning and the ending of a
galvanic current more readily applicable to the explanationof the phenomena,
they may be stated as follows:-1. During the time a galvanic current is increasing in quantity in a conductor,it induces, or tends to induce, a current in
an adjoining parallel conductorin an opposite direction to itself. 2. During
the continuance of the primary current in full quantity, no inductive action is
exerted. 3. But when the same current begins to decline in quantity, and
during the whole time of its diminishing, an induced current is produced in
an opposite direction to the induced current at the beginning of the primary
current.
57. In addition to these laws, I must frequently refer to the fact, that when
the same quantity of electricityin a currentof short durationis passed through
a galvanometer,the deflectingforce on the needleis the same, rwhatever
be the intensity of the electricity. By intensity is here understoodthe numerical ratio
of a given quantity of force to the time in which it is expended; and according
to this view, the propositionstated is an evident inference from dynamic principles. But it does not rest alone on considerationsof this kind, since it has
been proved experimentally by Dr. Faraday, in the third series of his researches.
58. In order to form a definite conception of the several conditionsof the
complex phenomena which we are about to investigate, I have adopted the
method often employed in physical inquiries, of representing the varying elements of action by the different parts of a curve. This artifice has been of
much assistance to me in studying the subject, and without the use of it at
present, I could scarcely hope to present my views in an intelligible manner
to the Society.
59. After making these preliminarystatements, we will now proceed to consider the several phenomena; and, first, let us take the case in which the induction is most obviously produced in accordance with the laws as above
stated, (56,) namely, by immersing a battery into the acid, and also by withdrawing it from the same. During the time of the descent of the battery into
the liquid, the conductorconnected with it is constantly receiving additional
quantitiesof current electricity, and each of these additions produces an induc-
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tive action on the adjoining secondaryconductor. The amount, therefore,of
induced current producedduring any moment of time will be just in proportion to the correspondingincreasein the currentof the batteryduring the same
moment. Also, the amount of induction during any moment while the current of the battery is diminishing in quantity will be in proportionto the decrease during the same moment.
60. The several conditionsof this experiment may be represented by the
differentparts of the curve, A, B, C, D, Fig. 17, in which the distances, Aa,
A b, Ac, representthe times during which the battery is descending to different depths into the acid; and the correspondingordinates,ag, bh, cB, represent the amount of current electricity in the battery conductorcorresponding
to these times. The differencesof the ordinates,namely, ag, mh, nB, express
the increase in the quantity of the battery current during the corresponding
moments of time representedby A a, ab, bc; and since the inductive actions
(59) are just in proportionto these increases, the same differences will also represent the amount of induced action exerted on the secondary conductor
during the same moment of time.
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61. When the battery is fully immersed in the acid, or when the current in
the conductorhas reachedits state of maximum quantity, and during the time
of its remaining constant,no induction is exerted; and this condition is expressed by the constant ordinatesof the part of the curve B C, parallel to the
axis. Also, the inductive action produced by each diminution of the battery
current, while the apparatusis in the progressof being drawn from the acid,
will, in a like manner,be representedby the differencesof the ordinatesat the
other end, CD, of the curve.
62. The sum of the several increasementsof the battery current, up to its
full development,will be expressed by the ordinatecB, and this will, therefore, also representthe whole amount of inductive action exerted in one direction at the beginning of the primary current; and, for the same reason,the
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equal ordinate, Cd, will represent the whole induction in the other direction
at the ending of the same current. Also, the whole time of continuance of
the inductive action at the beginning and ending will be represented by A c
and dD.
63. If we suppose the battery to be plunged into the acid to the same depth,
but more rapidly than before, then the time represented by Ac will be diminished, while the whole amountof inductive force expended remains the same;
hence, since the same quantity of force is exerted in a less time, a greater intensity of action will be produced,(57,) and consequentlya current of more intensity, but of less duration, will be generated in the secondary conductor.
The relative intensity of the induced currents will, therefore,evidently be expressed by the ratio of the ordinatecB to the abscissa Ac. Or, in more general and definite terms, the intensity of the inductive action at any moment of
time will be represented by the ratio of the rate of increase of the ordinateto
that of the abscissa for that moment.*
64. It is evident from the last paragraph,that the greater or less intensity of
the inductive action will be immediately presented to the eye, by the greater
or less obliquity of the several parts of the curve'to the axis. Thus, if the
batterybe suddenly plunged into the acid for a short distance, and then gradually immersed through the remainderof the depth, the varying action will be
exhibited at once by the form of AB, the first part of the curve, Fig. 17. The
steepness of the part Ag will indicate an intense action for a short time A a,
while the part gB denotes a morefeeble induction during the time represented
by ac. In the same way, by drawing up the battery suddenly at first, and
afterwards slowly, we may produce an inductive action such as would be representedby the parts between C and D of the ending of the curve.
65. Having thus obtainedrepresentationsof the differentelements of action,
we are now prepared to apply these to the phenomena. And, first, however
varied may be the intensity of the induction expressed by the different parts
of the two ends of the curve, we may immediately infer that a galvanometer,
According to the differential notation, the intensity will be expressed by dy. In some cases the
dx
effect may be proportional to the intensity multiplied by the quantity, and this will be expressed by
X

dY, x and y representing, as usual, the variable abscissa and ordinate.
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placed in the circuit of the secondary conductor,will be equally affected at
the beginning and ending of the primary current; for, since the deflection
of this instrument is due to the whole amount of a current, whatever may
be its intensity, (57,) and since the ordinates cB and Cd are equal, which
representthe quantity of induction in the two directions, and, consequently,
the amount of the secondary current, therefore the deflection at the beginning and ending of the battery current will, in all cases, be equal. This
inference is in strict accordancewith the results of experiment; for, however
rapidly or slowly we may plunge the battery into the acid, and however
irregular may be the rate at which it is drawn out, still, if the whole effect
be produced within the time of one swing of the needle, the galvanometer
is deflected to an equal degree.
66. Again, the intensity of one part of the inductive action, for example that
represented by Ag, may be supposed to be so great as to producea secondary
current capableof penetrating the body, and of thus producinga shock* while
the other parts of the action, represented by gB and CD, are so feeble as to
affect the galvanometeronly. We would then have a result the same as one
of those given in the last section, (42,) and which was supposed to be produced
by two kinds of induction; for if the shock were referredto as the test of the
existence of an induced current, one would be found at the beginning only of
the battery current, while, if the galvanometerwere consulted, we would perceive the effects of a current as powerful at the ending as at the beginning.
67. The results mentioned in the last paragraph cannot be obtained by
plunging a battery into the acid; the formationof the current in this way is
not sufficientlyrapid to produce a shock. The example was given to illustrate
the manner in which the same effect is supposed to be produced,in the case
of the more sudden formationof a current,by plunging one end of the conductor into a cup of mercury permanentlyattached to a battery already in the
acid, and in full operation. The current, in this case, rapid as may be its development, cannot be supposed to assume per saltum its maximum state of
quantity; on the contrary,from the general law of continuity we would infer,
that it passes through all the intermediate states of quantity, from that of no
current, if the expression may be allowed, to one of full development; there
are, however, considerationsof an experimental nature which would lead us
* The shock dependsmore on the intensity than on the quantity. See paragraph13.
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to the same conclusion,(18,) (90,) and also to the fartherinferencethat the decline
of the currentis not instantaneous. Accordingto this view, therefore,the inductive actions at the beginning and the ending of a primarycurrent,of which the
formation and interruption is effected by means of the contact with a cup of
mercury, may also be representedby the several parts of the curve, Fig. 17.
68. We have now to consider how the rate of increase or diminution of the
current, in the case in question, can be altered by a change in the different
parts of the apparatus; and, first, let us take the example of a single battery
and a short conductor,making only one or two turns around the helix; with
this arrangement a feeble shock, as we have seen, (11,) will be felt at the
making, and also at the breaking of the circuit. In this case it would seem
that almost the only impediment to the most rapid development of the current
would be the resistance to conduction of the metal; and this we might suppose would be more rapidly overcome by increasing the tension of the electricity; and, accordingly, we find that if the number of elements of the battery be
increased, the shock at making the circuit will also be increased, while that at
breaking the circuit will remain nearly the same. To explain, however, this
effect more minutely, we must call to mind the fact before referredto, (17,)
that when the poles of a compound battery are not connected, the apparatus
acquires an accumulation of electricity, which is discharged at the first moment of contact, and which, in this case, would more rapidly develope the full
current,and hence produce the more intense action on the helix at making the
circuit.
69. The shock, and also the deflection of the needle, at breaking the circuit
with a compoundbattery and a short coil, (9,) appearsnearly the same as with
a battery of a single element, because the accumulation just mentioned,in the
compoundbattery, is discharged almost instantly, and, according to the theory
(71) of the galvanic current,leaves the constant current in the conductornearly
in the same state of quantity as that which would be producedby a battery of
a single element; and hence the conditionsof the ending of the current are the
same in both cases. Indeed, in reference to the ending induction, it may be
assumed as a fact which is in accordancewith all the experiments, (9, 13, 73,
74, 75, 76, &c.,) as well as with theoretical considerations,* that when the cir* See the theory of Ohm,
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cuit is broken by a cup of mercury,the rate of the diminutionof the current,
within certain limits, remains the same, howeverthe intensity of the electricityor
the lengthof the conductormay be varied.
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70. The several conditionsof the foregoing examples are exhibited by the
parts of the curves, Figs. 18 and 19. The gradualdevelopmentof the current
in the short conductor,with a single battery, and the gradual decline of the
same, are represented by the gentle rise of AB and fall of CD, Fig. 18;
while, in the next Fig., (19,) the sudden rise of AB indicates the intensity
which producesthe increased shock, after the number of elements of the battery has been increased. The accumulationof the electricity, which almost
instantly subsides, is represented by the part B c e, Fig. 19, and from this we
see, at once, that although the shock is increased by using the compound battery, yet the needle of the galvanometerwill be deflected only to the same
number of degrees, since the parts B c and ce give inductive actions in contrary
directions, and both within the time of a single swing of the needle, and, consequently, will neutralize each other. The resulting deflecting force will,
therefore,be representedby ef, which is equal to Ck, or to bB, in Fig. 18.
-
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The intensity of the shock at the breaking is representedas being the same
in the two figures, by the similarity of the rate of descent of the part CD of
the curve in each.
71. We have said (69) that the quantity of current electricity in a short
conductorand a compoundbattery,after the first discharge, is nearly the same
as with a single battery. The exact quantity,accordingto the theory of Ohm,
in a unit of length of the conductoris given by the formula
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nA
rn+ R
In this, n representsthe number of elements; A, the electromotive force of
one element; r, the resistance to conductionof one element; and R, the length
of the conductor,or ratherits resistance to conduction in terms of r. Now,
when R is very small, in referenceto rn, as is the case with a very short metallic conductor,it may be neglected, and then the expressionbecomes
nA or A
;
rn
r
and since this expresses the quantity of current electricity in a unit of the
length of the circuit, with either a single or a compound battery, therefore,
with a short conductor,the quantity of current electricity in the two cases is
nearly the same.
72. Let us next return to the experimentwith a batteryof a single element,
(68,) and instead of increasing the intensity of the apparatus,as in the last example, let the length of the conductorbe increased; then the intensity of the
shock at the beginning of the current, as we have seen, (14,) will be diminished, while that of the one at the ending will be increased. That the shock
should be lessened at the beginning, by increasing the length of the conductor,
is not surprising, since, as we might suppose, the increased resistance to conduction would diminish the rapidity of the developmentof the current. But
the secondary current, which is producedin the conductorof the primarycurrent itself, as we have seen, (19,) is the principal cause which lessens the intensity of the shock; and the effect of this, as will be shown hereafter,may
also be inferredfrom the principles we have adopted.
73. The explanationof the increased shock at the moment of breaking the
circuit with the long conductor,rests on the assumptionbeforementioned, (69,)
that the velocity of the diminution of a current is nearly the same in the case
of a long conductoras in that of a short one. But, to understandthe application of this principle more minutely, we must refer to the changes which take
place in the quantity of the current in the conductorby varying its length;
and this will be given by anotherapplicationof the formulabefore stated, (71.)
This, in the case of a single battery, in which n equals unity, becomes
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and since this, as will be recollected, representsthe quantity of current electricity in a unit of length of the conductor,we readily infer from it that, by increasing the length of the conductor,or the value of R, the quantity of current
in a unit of the length is lessened. And if the resistanceof a unit of the length
of the conductorwere very great in comparisonwith that of r, (the resistance
of one element of the battery,) then the formula would become
A

kR'
or the quantity in a single unit of the conductor would be inversely as its entire length, and hence the amount of current electricity in the whole conductor
would be a constant quantity, whatever might be its length. This, however,
can never be the case in any of our experiments,since in no instance is the
resistance of R very great in reference to r, and therefore, according to the
formula, (73,) the whole quantity of current electricity in a long conductoris
always somewhat greater than in a short one.
74. Let us, however, in order to simplify the conditionsof the induction at
the ending of a current, suppose that the quantity in a unit of the conductoris
inversely as its whole length, or, in other words, that the quantity of current
electricity is the same in a long conductoras in a short one; and let us also
suppose, for an example, that the length of the spiral conductor,Fig. 3, was
increased from one spire to twenty spires; then, if the velocity of the diminution of the section of the current is the same (69) in the long conductoras in
the short one, the shock which would be received by submitting the helix to
the action of one spire of the long coil would be nearly of the same intensity
as that from one spire of the short conductor; the quantity of induction, however, as shown by the galvanometer,should be nearly twenty times less; and
these inferences I have found in accordancewith the results of experiments,
(75.) If, however, instead of placing the helix on one spire of the long conductor, it be submitted at once to the influence of all the twenty spires, then
the intensity of the shock should be twenty times greater, since twenty times
the quantity of current electricity collapses,if we may be allowed the expression, in the same time, and exerts at once all its influence on the helix. If, in
additionto this, we add the considerationthat the whole quantity of current
electricity in a long conductoris greaterthan that in a short one, (73,) we shall
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have a further reasonfor the increase of the terminal shock, when we increase
the length of the battery conductor.
75. The inference given in the last paragraph,relative to the change in the
quantity of the induction, but not in the intensity of the shock from a single
spire, by increasing the whole length of the conductor,is shown to be true by
repeating the experimentdescribedin paragraph13. In this, as we have seen,
the intensity of the shock remainedthe same, although the length of the circuit was increased by the addition of coil No. 2. When, however, the galvanometerwas employed in the same arrangement,the whole quantity of induction, as indicated by the deflection of the needle, was diminished almost in
proportionto the increasedlength of the circuit. I was led to make this addition to the experiment (13) by my present views.
76. The explanationgiven in paragraph74 also includes that of the peculiar
action of a long conductor,either coiled or extended,in giving shock and sparks
from a battery of a single element, discoveredby myself in 1831; (see Contrib.
No. II.) The induction, in this case, takes place in the conductorof the primary current itself, and the secondary carrent which is producedis generated
by the joint action of each unit of the length of the primary current. Let us
suppose,for illustration,that the conductorwas at first one foot long, and afterwards increased to twenty feet. In the first case, because the short conductor
would transmit a greater quantity of electricity, the secondary current produced by it would be one of considerablequantity, or power to deflect a galvanometer; but it would be of feeble intensity, for although the primary current would collapse with its usual velocity, (69,) yet, acting on only a foot of
conducting matter, the effect (74) would be feeble. In the second case, each
foot of the twenty feet of the primary current would severally produce an inductive action of the same intensity as that of the short conductor,the velocity
of collapsionbeing the same; and as they are all at once exerted on the same
conductor,a secondary current would result of twenty times the intensity of
the current in the former case.
77. To render this explanation more explicit, it may be properto mention
that a current produced by an induction on one part of a long conductorof
uniformdiameter,must exist, of the same intensity, in every other part of the
conductor; hence, the action of the several units of length of the primary current must enforceeach other, and producethe same effect on its own conductor
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that the same currentwould if it were in a coil, and acting on a helix. I need
scarcely add, that in this case, as in that given in paragraph74, the whole
amount of induction is greater with the long conductorthan with the short
one, because the quantity of current electricity is greater in the formerthan in
the latter.
78. We may next consider the character of the secondary current, in reference to its action in producing a tertiarycurrent in a third conductor. The
secondary current consists, as we may suppose, in the disturbance,for an instant, of the natural electricity of the metal, which, subsiding, leaves the conductor again in its natural state; and whether it is producedby the beginning
or ending of a primary current,its nature, as we have seen, (22,) is the same.
Although the time of continuanceof the secondary current is very short, still
we must suppose it to have some duration,and that it increases, by degrees, to
a state of maximum development,and then diminishes to the normal condition
of the metal of the conductor; the velocity of its development,like that of the
primarycurrent,will depend on the intensity of the action by which it is generated, and also, perhaps,in some degree, on the resistance of the conductor;
while, agreeably to the hypothesis we have assumed, (69,) the velocity of its
diminution is nearly a constant quantity, and is not affected by changes in
these conditions; hence, if we suppose the induction which produces the secondary currentto be sufficiently intense, the velocity of its developmentwill
exceed that of its diminution, as in the example of the primary current from
the intense source of the compound battery of many elements. Now this is
the case with the inductions which produce currents of the different orders,
capableof giving shocks or of magnetizing steel needles; the secondarycurrents
from these are always of considerableintensity, and hence their rate of development must be greater than that of their diminution, and, consequently,they
may be representedby a curve of the form exhibited in Fig. 20, in which there
is no constant part, and in which the steep20
ness of A B is greaterthan that of B C. There
jFig.
MO_
however, other considerations, which
_. +I.~are,
will be noticed hereafter, (89,) which may
A-b
C
affect the form of the part B C of the curve,
Fig. 20, renderingit still more gradual in its descent, or, in other words,which
tend to diminish the intensity of the ending induction of the secondarycurrent.
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79. It will be seen at once, by an inspection of the curve, that the effect
produced,in a third conductor,and which we have called a tertiary current,
is not of the same natureas that of a secondarycurrent. Instead of being a single
developmentin one direction,it consists of two instantaneouscurrents,one produced by the induction of A B, and the other, by that of B C, in opposite directions, of equal quantities,but of differentintensities. The whole quantity
of induction in the two directions,will each be represented by the ordinate
B b, and hence they will nearly neutralize each other, in reference to their
action on the galvanometer,in the circuit of the third conductor. I say, they
will nearlyneutralize each other, because, although they are equal in quantity,
they do not both act in absolutely the same moment of time. The needle will,
therefore,be slightly affected; it will be impelled in one direction, say to the
right, by the induction of A B, but, before it can get fairly under way, it will
be arrested,and turned in the other direction, by the action of B C. This
inference is in strict accordancewith observation;the needle, as we have seen,
(24) starts froma state of rest, with a velocity which, apparently,would send it
througha large arc, but beforeit has reached,perhaps,morethan half a degree,
it suddenly stops, and turns in the other direction. As the needle is first affected by the action of A B, it indicates a current in the adverse direction to
the secondary current.
80. Although the two inductions in the tertiary conductor nearly neutralize
each other, in referenceto the indications of the galvanometer,yet this is far
from being the case with regard to the shocks, and the magnetizationof steel
needles. These effects may be considered as the results alone of the action
of A B; the induction of B C being too feeble in intensity to produce a tertiary current of sufficient power to penetrate the body, or overcomethe coercive power of the hardened steel. Hence, in reference to the shock, and
magnetization of the steel needle, we may entirely neglect the action of B C,
and considerthe tertiaryexcitement as a single current, producedby the action
of A B; and, because this is the beginning induction,the tertiarycurrent must
be in an opposite direction to the secondary. For a similar reason,a current of
the third order should produce in effect a single current of the fourth order,
in a direction opposite to that of the current which producedit, and so on: we
have here, therefore,a simple explanation of the extraordinaryphenomenon
VIII.-H
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of the alternation of the directionsof the currents,of the differentorders,as
given in this and the preceding paper.
81. The operationof the interposed plate, (32, 47, 48, &c.,) in neutralizing
the shock, and not affecting the galvanometer,can also be readily referredto
the same principles. It is certain, that an induced currentis producedin the
plate (III. 64,) and that this must react on the secondary,in the helix; but it
should not alter the total amount of this current, since, for example, at the
ending induction, the same quantity of currentis addedto the helix, while the
current in the plate is decreasing,as is subtractedwhile the same current is
increasing. To make this more clear, let the inductive actions of the interposed current be representedby the partsof the curve, Fig 20. The induction
represented by A B will react on the currentin the helix, and diminish its
quantity, by an amount represented by the ordinateb B; but the induction
represented by B C, will act in the next moment, on the same current,and
increase its quantity by an equal amount, as representedby the same ordinate
B b; and since both actions take place within a small partof the time of a single
swing of the needle, the whole deflectionwill not be altered,and consequently,
as far as the galvanometeris concerned,the interpositionof the plate will have
no perceptible effect.
82. But the action of the plate on the shock, and on the magnetizationof temperedsteel, shouldbe very different;for,althoughthe quantityof inductionin the
helix may not be changed, yet its intensity may be so reduced, by the adverse
action of the interposedcurrent, as to fall below that degree which enables it
to penetratethe body, or overcome the coercive force of the steel. To understand how this may be, let us again refer, for example, to the induction
which takes place at the ending of a battery current: this will produce,
in both the helix and the plate, a momentarycurrent,in the directionof the primary current, which we have called plus; the current in the plate will react
on the helix, and tend to produce in it two inductions, which, as before,may
be representedby A B, and B C, of the curve, Fig. 20; the first of these, A B,
will be an intense action, (78,) in the minus direction, and will, therefore,
tend to neutralize the intense action of the primary current on the helix; the
second, (B C,) will add to the helix an equal quantity of induced current,but
of a much more feeble intensity, and hence the resulting current in the helix
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will not be able to penetratethe body; no shock will be perceived, or at least
a very slight one, and the phenomenaof screening will be exhibited.
83. When the plate of metal is placed between the conductorsof the second
and third orders,or between those of the third and fourth;the action is somewhat different,although the general principle is the same. Let us supposethe
plate interposed between the second and third conductors;then the helix, or
third conductor,will be acted on by four inductions, two from the secondary
current and two from the current in the plate. The direction and character
of these will be as follows, on the suppositionthat the directionof the secondary
current is itself plus:
The
The
The
The

beginning secondary . . intense and ....
ending secondary . . . feeble and ....
beginning interposed . . intense and ....
. feeble and ....
ending interposed .

minus.
plus.
plus.
minus.

Now if the action, on the third conductor,of the first and third of the above
inductions be equal in intensity and quantity, they will neutralize each other;
and the same will also take place with the action of the second and fourth, if
they be equal, and hence, in this case, neither shock nor motion of the needle
of the galvanometerwould be produced. If these inductions are not precisely
equal, then, only a partialneutralizationwill take place, and the shock will only
be diminished in power; and, also, perhaps, the needle will be very slightly
affected.
84. If, in the foregoing exposition, we throw out of considerationthe actions
of the feeble currents which cannot pass the body, and, consequently, are not
concerned in producing the shock, then the same explanationwill still apply
which was given in the last paper, (III., 94,) namely, in the above example,
the helix is acted on by the minus influence of the secondary, and the plus
influence of the interposedcurrent.
85. We are now preparedto consider the effect on the helix (Fig. 3) of the
induced currents produced in the conductor of the primary current itself.
These are true secondary currents, and are almost precisely the same in their
action as those in the interposed plate. Let us first examine the induced current at the beginning of the primary,in the case of a long coil and a battery of
a single element; its action on the helix may be representedby the parts of the
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curve, Fig. 20. The first part, A B, will produce an intense induction opposite to that of the primary current; and hence the action of the two will tend
to neutralize each other, and no shock, or a very feeble one, will be produced.
The ending action of the same induced current, which is represented by BD,
restoresto the helix the same quantity of current electricity (but in a feeble
state) which was neutralizedby A B, and hence the needle of the galvanometer
will be as much affected as if this currentdid not exist. These inferences perfectly agree with the experiment given in paragraph19. In this, when the
ends of the interposed coil were joined so as to neutralize the induced current
in the long conductor,the shock at the beginning of the primary currentwas
nearly as powerful as with a short conductor,while the amount of deflection
of the galvanometerwas unaffectedby joining the ends of the same coil.
86. At first sight it might appearthat any change in the apparatuswhich
might tend to increase the induction of the primary current (16).would also
tend to increase, in the same degree, the adverse secondaryin the same conductor; and that hence the neutralization mentioned in the last paragraph
would take place in all cases; but we must recollect that if a more full current
be suddenly formed in a conductorof a given thickness, the adverse current
will not have, as it were, as much space for its development,and, therefore,
will have less power in neutralizing the induction of the primarythan before.
But there is another,and, perhaps, a better reason,in the considerationthat in
tlhecase of the increase of the number of elements of the battery, although the
rapidity of the developmentof the primarycurrentis greater,yet the increased
resistance which the secondary meets with, in its motion against the action of
the several elements, will tend to diminish its effect. Also, by diminishing
the length of the primary current, we must diminish (76) the intensity of the
secondary, so that it will meet with more resistance in passing the acid of the
single battery, and thus its effects be diminished.
87. The action of the secondary current,in the long coil at the ending of
the primary current, should, also, at first sight, produce the same screening
influence as the current in the interposed plate; but, on reflection,it will be
perceivedthat its action in this respect must be much more feeble than that of
the similar current at the beginning; the latter is produced at the moment of
making contact, and hence it is propagatedin a continuouscircuit of conducting matter,while the other takes place at the ruptureof the circuit, and must
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thereforebe renderedcomparativelyfeeble by being obliged to pass through a
small portionof heated air; very little effect is thereforeproducedon the helix
by this induction, (19.) The fact that this current is capableof giving intense
shocks, when the ends of a long wire, which is transmittinga primarycurrent,
are grasped at the time of breaking the circuit, is readily explained, since, in
this case, the body forms, with the conductor,a closed circuit, which permits
the comparativelyfree circulationof the induced current.
88. It will be seen that I have given a peculiar form to the beginning and
ending of the curves, Figs. 17, 18, &c. These are intended to represent the
variationswhich may be supposed to take place in the rate of increase and decreaseof the quantity of the current,even in the case where the contact is made
and broken with mercury. We may suppose,from the existence of analogous
phenomenain magnetism,heat, &c., that the developmentof the currentwould
be more rapid at first than when it approximateswhat may be called the state
of current saturation,or when the current has reached more nearly the limit of
capacity of conductionof the metal. Also, the decline of the current may be
supposed to be more rapid at the first moment, than after it has lost somewhat
of its intensity, or sunk more nearly to its normalstate. These variations are
indicated by the rapid rise of the curve, Fig. 17, from A to g, and the more
gradual increase of the ordinatesfrom h to B; and by the rapid diminution of
the ordinatesbetween C and 1, and the gradual decrease of those towards the
end of the curve.
89. These more minute considerations,relative to the formof the curve, will
enable us to conceive, how the time of the ending of the secondary current, as
we have suggested, (78,) may be prolonged beyond that of the natural subsidence of the disturbanceof the electricity of the conductoron which this current
depends. If the development of the primary current is produced by equal
increments in equal times, as would be the case in plunging the battery (59)
into the acid with a uniform velocity; then the part A B of the curve Fig. 17
would be a straight line, and the resulting secondarycurrent, after the first instant, would be one of constant quantity during nearly the whole time represented by Ac; but if the rate of the developmentof the primary current be
supposed to vary in accordancewith the views we have given in the last paraVIII.-I
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graph, then the quantity of the secondarycurrent will begin to decline before
the terminationof the induction, or as soon as the incrementsof the primary
begin to diminish; and hence the whole time of the subsidence of the secondary will be prolonged,or the length of b C, Fig. 20, will be increased,the descent
of B C be more gradual,and the intensity of the ending inductionof the secondary current be diminished: (see last part of paragraph78.)
90. Besides the considerationswe have mention3d,(88,) there are othersof a
moreobvious character,which would also appearto affectthe formof particular
parts of the curve. And first we might perhaps make a slight correction in
the drawingof Figs. 17, 18, &c., at the point A, in considerationof the fact that
the very first contact of the end of the conductorwith the surface of the mercury is formed by a point of the metal, and hence the increment of development should be a little less rapidat the first moment than after the contact has
become larger; or in other words, the curve should perhaps start a little less
abruptlyfrom the axis at the point A. Also Dr. Page has stated* that he finds
the shock increased by spreading a stratum of oil over the surface of the mercury; in this case it is probable that the terminationof the current is more
sudden, on account of the preventionof the combustionof the metal by means
of the oil, and the fact that the end of the conductor is drawn up into a nonconducting medium.
91. The time of the subsidence of the current,when the circuitis broken by
means of a surface of mercury,is very small, and probablydoes not exceed the
ten thousandth part of a second,but even this is an appreciableduration,since
I find that the spark at the ending presents the appearanceof a band of light
of considerablelength, when viewed in a mirror revolving at the rate of six
hundred times in a second; and I think the variationsin the time of ending
of the current under differentconditions may be detected by means of this instrument.
92. Before concluding this communication,I should state that I have made
a numberof attempts to verify the suggestion given in my last paper, (III. 127,)
that an inverse induction is producedby a galvanic current by a change in the
distance of the conductor,but without success. These attempts were made
* Silliman's Journal.
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beforeI had adopted the views given in this section, and since then I have
found (80) a more simple explanationof the alternationof the currents.
93. In this number of my contributions,the phenomena exhibited by the
galvanic apparatushave alone been discussed. I have, however, made a series
of experimentson the induction from ordinaryelectricity, and the reaction of
soft iron on currents, and I think that the results of these can also be referred
to the simple principles adoptedin this paper; but they require further examination before being submittedto the public.

